


Smartstone Ibrido is where 
innovative hybrid print 
technology advances surface 
aesthetics and product integrity. 

• Smartstone’s exclusive hybrid print technology
•  Ground-breaking Smartstone NewGen low silica 

formulation contains less than 28% silica content 
•  7 unique new Ibrido designs, perfectly replicating  

prized natural veined stones
• Innovative precise print technology on identical slabs
• Natural flowing veining through body of slab
•  Book matching available on Ibrido’s Statuario Grigio  

and Calacatta Oro
• Jumbo slabs 3200mm x 1600mm optimise design possibilities
•  Trusted Smartstone quality and durability; low maintenance  

Ibrido is stain, scratch, etch, chip and heat resistant
•  Environmentally responsible formulation, engineered  

from 56% recycled material 
•  Globally recognised accreditation – Greenguard, Greenguard 

Gold and National Sanitation Foundation (NSF)

features and benefits

Classic 20mm edge Mitred edge

Adhesive

2mm Arris

SURFACE FINISHES

Polished
This classic Smartstone finish brings the luxurious, subtle 
reflective sheen to four Ibrido surfaces that beautifully 
enhances their distinctive colour and veining.

Honed
Ibrido’s three honed surfaces are characterised by a smooth, 
tactile appearance that replicates the finish of natural stone.

BOOK MATCHING

Book matching is when two or more slabs are mirrored 
to match the pattern, movement and veining found in 
the surface. When the slabs are placed end to end, the 
veining continues seamlessly from one slab to the other, 
creating a continuous flow in the overall aesthetic. Stones 
with dynamic movement and veining are well suited for 
book matching, such as Ibrido’s Statuario Grigio and 
Calacatta Oro, which can be booked matched to achieve 
dramatically different looks. Talk to your designer or 
stonemason regarding the look and feel you are  
aiming to achieve.

Click here for book match options

EDGE PROFILE RECOMMENDATIONS

All surfaces feature Ibrido’s exclusive hybrid print 
technology on the Smartstone NewGen, high performing 
engineered base. The base composition consists of a 
unique recycled formula, reduced silica levels and natural 
looking veins. For the best fabrication result, Smartstone 
recommends a maximum 2mm arris edge on either a 
20mm polished edge or a mitred /apron edge. Minimising 
the arris will maintain as much of the printed surface as 
possible.

BODY VEINING WITH NATURAL-STONE 
AUTHENTICITY

The Ibrido Collection’s natural looking veined patterns 
and colours are printed on the surface of the slab with 
exceptional accuracy – but Ibrido takes stone engineering 
to a new level of textural beauty and rich depth. The surface 
aesthetic is met with a flowing vein in the body of the 
engineered base. The base is also tinted with pigment to 
create a more natural colour that is consistent with the 
surface vein when the material is cut.

Click here for natural flow vein

WARRANTY

Ibrido comes with Smartstone’s 15-year Limited Warranty 
that can be completed online at smartstone.com.au. Please 
fill out your Warranty within 28 days of your installation, 
which will guarantee you the highest level of support in 
the unlikely case of an issue arising with your Smartstone 
Ibrido surface. 

CARE

Smartstone’s Ibrido engineered surfaces are designed to  
offer high performance with low maintenance. Being 
non-porous, they will never need sealing or waxing, unlike 
natural marble. To keep them in as-new, polished condition, 
regularly clean with a pH neutral household detergent and 
wipe off with a microfibre cloth.
For a simple and complete surface care regime, Smartstone 
recommends quartz clean products (quartzclean.com.au), 
a naturally effective solution to cleaning, maintaining and 
removing stains from engineered surfaces. quartz clean is 
available online, at Smartstone showrooms, and by calling 
customer service on 1300 888 607.
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THE NEW GENERATION OF ENGINEERED SURFACESTHE NEW GENERATION OF ENGINEERED SURFACES

All Ibrido slabs carry a 
Stamp of Authenticity 
which represents 
Smartstone’s leadership 
and commitment to 
producing innovative 
engineered surfaces of 
integrity and quality.

See how the beauty of seven natural 
stones comes to life in Smartstone 
with aesthetic precision and absolute 
consistency. Ibrido uses exclusive hybrid 
printing technology on a more sustainable, 
56% recycled base.

All surfaces come in the standard jumbo 
format of 3200mm x 1600mm.  
Slab thickness 20mm, slab weight 265kg,  
silica content less than 28%.



grafite grigio:
honed surface finish recreates a dark, elegant marble in 
textural shades of grey characterised by linear, pale veining.





elba bianco:
polished surface finish reinvents a striking Italian marble 
distinguished by its dark grey shadowy veins and flecks 
sweeping across a grey-white background.  





onyx verde:
polished surface finish reinterprets a prized Iranian marble featuring 
different tonalities of green and enriched by shades of white creating depth 
and a luxurious look of transparency.





statuario grigio:
polished surface finish perfectly replicates the luxe beauty of Italian marble 
with its sweeping bold-to-fine grey vein on a gleaming white background.





tundra grigio:
honed surface finish recreates a popular limestone surface with versatile grey 
tones and subtle brown veining that enhances its rich texture. 





super white:
honed surface finish recreates a distinctive Brazilian marble 
featuring tones of grey with contrasting darker grey veining. 





calacatta oro:
polished surface finish reinterprets a magnificent Italian marble with grey veins 
edged with distinctive gold highlights on a lustrous white background. 





Smartstone’s strong commitment to environmental care continues 
with new Ibrido, engineered from sustainable Smartstone  
NewGen formulation comprising 56% recycled content. 

smartstone.com.au
smartstone.com.au/ibrido/
e. info@smartstone.com.au 

t. 1300 888 607


